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PRO(RAN EVALUATION IN D16TANCE EDUCATION:

AOAINST THE TECHNOLOGISATION OF REASON

In, these remarks, i'should like to
culture as it comes to bear in the
the question of program evaluation
problem concerns the to hnologisat

address a very general problem
specific question before us today, -
in distance education, The general
On of our thought - our willingness to

subjugate our human, convivial intelligence and sar,acity lor ,thought
to technologies of reason. In a world dominated by contendinj specialisms,
arcane technologies and the proliferation of mass solutions to practical
problems, we seem all too ready to give up our own critical intelligence
and to accept as -the solutions to our own problems the forms 3t lite
fashioned for us by others -- where these "others" are "experts",
'"specialists" or, as I should prefer to call them for onx purposes here,
"the technologis _ of reason".

Let me -et the stage by quoting the introduction to Stanley Arono itz's
(1977) paper "Mass Culture and the Eclipse of Reason: The Implications
for Pedagogy":

In his book The Ecli.se o' Reason, Max f(orkh zmer, founder of
the Frankfurt"Institute for Social Research, provided one of
the most .-jUccinct formulations of the problem engendered by
mass culture. According to Horkheimer, the significance of
the challenge posed by the massified culture industry to
civilisation as such consisted in its assault on the
capacity to engage in critical thought as a meaningful ,porn'
of social discourse. Horkheimer cared deeply about the
content of critical thought, but with the rise of fascism he
.became more concerned with the spectre of the end of reason
'itself. In his view, the capacity of humane to diStance
themselves from the object in order to gain critical pers-
pective upon their social world can no longer be taken
granted. The restricted language and thought codes

--ed-1=ythe-reduction-o-f-a-l-l-thought to itc, to
dimensions reach far into the culture, encompassing schools
as well as communications, the public as well as the private-
spheres of discourse. It is no longer a question of whether
n-dinary discourse is able to deal effectively with issues of
e:,ecific ideological and social content. As Jurgen Haber ryas

expressed it, the new situation raises the issue of the
competence of people to effectively communicate ideational
content. The issue is the capac-',Ity for theoretical or
conceptual thought itself_ When people lack such competence,
social action that trarscends the struggle for justice within

empirically given rules of social organisation and
scour (p. 768)

,

1 A 'keynotekeynote ad6ress to the National Warkshop-on Distance Teaching sponsor
by TownsVille College of Advanced Education in co-operation with the
Australian and South Pacific External Studies- Association,
May 11-14, 1980-.- k.-,_



The problem to which Aronowitz addresses himself is that of our cap-
.

to think critically about our social world. TechnOlogy has ontrun.the

capacity of the ordinary person to understand; the legisiative complt'xity
and bureaucratisation of the administrative procedures of our society
deny the layman access to understanding of access to broad arenas of

social organisation. We have become, it seems, the instruments of the
very social procedures and techniques we invented in order to i u-

mentatise the world to our needs and our desires.

It is no solution to hope -that these cultural trends can be reversed:
only the romantic believe that the way out of our cultural predicament

is backwards. Fundamentalist religious zest and "small is beautiful"
technologists cannot restore a presumed former state of innocence.
There is no way back into the Garden. The technology awaits its use;
the cultural desires which created it, once awakened, seek their ful-

filment.

The scientists who developed nuclear technology during the Second World
War faced personal crises because they knew that its capacity, once dis-

covered, could not be covered up again (Jungk, 1960). Our choices seem not

to be about the usefulness of the technology (for better or for wore, it was
designed to be useful), they are about=its wise -use: we must cOntiol

technology through wise and prudent use of its resources. To use it

wisely, we must develop new social, political and proceaural resources
for critique, the capacity to "out - think" our technologies and to see

the limits of their utility. The "spaceship earth" image, coupled with
a vigorous ecological movement, has enabled us to see how our technological
development efforts have turned .on us and against each oteer. The "green
revolution" liberates the capacity to feed the world's population but
-creates monocultures; cur economic systems do not permit equitable

distribution of these food resources withotit destroying the profitability

which makes oferproduction possible. In order to comprehend and cope
with these contradictions, we mast de, velopways of sharing knowledge

which liberate the power of critique and ways of making decisions which

allow us prudently to control their cons4uelces.. We require as much

boldness in critique and the sharing of knowledge as is Aqsently invested

in the production of technologies and their use for profitable purposes.

These are urgent imperatives. In education, elsewhere in society we

need=to -re,establish thp means by which we'can recognise on another's

social being and develop a critical perspective from which we can more
reflectively _control our development as a society and as a culture, as
well as our development as a political economy.

The problem, As Aronowitz points out, is that we have been so dominated

by the technical problems of our technological aye that we tend to be

satisfied by purely technical solutions. These tend to be "mass

solution§";,abstracted generalised, universalised, pragmatic strategies
for solving problems of a given type or class. They May or may-not be

solutions to our own problems; More importantly, because they are "off

the shelf" solutions, they may distract our attention, from the reality

of ourown situation, leading.us to see this or that aspect with which

a givent.echnology can cope, and ignoring the wholenes the manifold'

reality of our own situation.

There is a'place in War and Peace where Tolstoy is discussing the,

.question of free will and determinism. He Makes a pciint there which

bears closely, on our discussion:



In distance education, we are, course very much inyc,
business of the diffusion of p=rinted matter (Tolstuy weal-. undoubtodl
have said the sane for our audio and videotapes, and the in fenain,4
computer revolution in distance education) and so there is a arallei
between our primary tatk and the evaluation of that task. d.h the o70:1

hand, there is the trend to mass culture and the techdologiF.ation oc
fe,=Iscrni o,n the other, a c:oncern fir ,on-..ivial fof :fsor.-:io A

human dimension in our affairs. In distance education there has long veer,

a concern for humanising_ the processes of long-distance communication for
preserving the intimacy of the rclationshin between the learner and U
teacher.' At its worst, this has been regarded as a purely technical
matter: a matter of motivation only, r,;,.flf regard for the human dignity_
of both actors in the'edueational encounter., In contrast to this technical
view, 1, Illich (1971) proposed a system of "leoLfniiiq weio" (c1-11,.2=wor
or echanget ) whose aim was to preserve conviviality while also maintaining

the possibility of education at a distance. These were reference
services to -educational objects, skill exchanges, peer-matching, and
reference SertriceS to educators -at- large. There ' :as considerable interest
in those revolutionary ideas in the early '70s, but they seem to have
suc-urribed to the power of another image -- the mass culture image -- of
what education is and should be. They are now frankly dismissed by many
as hopelessly romantic and in any case as more appropriate to Third World
educational problems, not our own.

Perhaps the mere mention of that name -7 Ivan Illich -- is irritating.
Surely, some will gag., those disquieting images and disturbing possibilities
were laid to rest six or seven years ago. Or were they? It is my belief
that the countervailing tendencies:to technologisation on the one hand
and conviviality on the other are as strong today as in the late 1960's and
the early 1970's. As much as we may be concerned about the systems weJhave
developed, we are concerned that we can recognise ourselves and one another
in them as persons, not merely as instruments of economic processes.

This contrast between technologisation and conviviality has its counterpart
in educational evaluation. On the one hand, thoreare_trends abroad for
efficiency in the management of mass education systems which represent the
technologising view in educational evaluation. The development ofq
program for national assessment of educational performance in Australia
is a stark manifestation of that trend. On the other hand, recent
developments in evaluation methodology like Stake's (1975) "responsive"
evaluation and Pariett and Hamilton's (1976) "illuminative" evaluation,
express an .interest in conviviality, manifested in their use of the
verStehen method which aims at empathetic understanding. They invite the
more widespread use of interpretative methods jas -opposed to the empirical-
analytic methods of the "engineering" or "agriculture-botany" approaches):

The literature _ogram evaluation" (though perhaps many do not now
grace their present evaluation efforts:With that graceless name) reveals
that those two tendencies are chafing against one another within the field
and in the work of program eValubtion. Many may think of program
evaluation.as:pute tech -logy and as technologisid. Many writers in the
field are guilty, I be_ .eve of promoting a teehnologisation of our reason
in-advocating models to evaluatiffn based simply on inadequate models of



rattcnal_ manageme Liberal and gentle souls thrust into

evaluation settings, they choose the carapace of rational man ?anent

protection. Spare a thought for evaluators: their judaement.s ma:,:c !cal

ceople vulnerable and have real consequences for urg-inis.-Itinns. it

sometimes an uncomfortable role (though a good deal mote- ,...4!ortabi,

than the role of the evaluator) . Some evalua-cors Lind it salcl!r: II.

the dispassionate, objectivist methodology of the rational management

approach to blunt the knife -edge of ooncienoe. Qthers-bel-i-m.qe In

possibility of a purely': rational society in which utilitarian bic

ultimately advantage all.

Still other evaluators are willing to find more human. solu ons and to

the human way : they see conviviality as a goal, even in conClict. and

propose less rationalistic methods. They demonstrate that, conviviality in

program evaluation is possible.

I hope to showthat.it is possible in program evaluation to resc!Ive some

of these issues. Technologisation of reason in the name of objectivity is

not enough; conviviality by itself can be purely romantic notion. Beyond

conviviality is the flintier, climmer prospect of social criticism;

"flintier" and "grimmer" not because the prospect of social criticism is

grey, but because the task is a ,harder and more demanding one. It is the

task of rebuilding institutions on the shifting sands of political alliances

and defining their images in the mists of ideology, of contending rhetorics'_

and aspirations. As such! it entails not only organisational change but

cognitive change. As the Chilean physiologist HumbertO Maturano (1974) has

argued, any attempt to change society requires us to change the way we

live; and this requires changes.in both the cognitive and cultural domains.

Before proceeding further, it may be as well to make one important note

with respect to program evaluation in distance education. While in many

respect-g' distance education differs markedly from conventional education,

in questions of program evaluation,it is generally similar to conventional

education. To be sure, there are differences in the character of the

A

syprograms to be evaluated, especially in relation to the "delivery: stems"

and modes of communication with students, but there are nevertheless strong

similarities: distghce education course developers work together as

conventional Course developers do, the institutions offering distance

education are educational institutions, and so on. In what follows, I

have chosen to speak about program evaluation in general; I believe that

my arguments apply as much to program evalUation in distance education

as to more "conventional" forms-of educational provision.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

It is by now more or less customary in evaluation to distinguish between

evaluation and assessment. Assessment,of student performance evincing

a concern f the outcomes of a course, curriculum\orwhole program -- is

only a small part of evaluation. Beyond student assessment, I would like

to direct your attention to-at least the evaluation of student learnin

(t} evaluation of. the opportunities for learning provided by a course,

curriculum or program), curriculum_ evaluation -(the evaluation of the whole

set of-educational, social administrative and physical arrangements made\

by teachers and course developers for students), and atagmlinrAii--
(which includes the former tyP9s'of.evaluation but expands them into the

realm of the whole institutionproviding theseeducational arrangements).



To put it very crudely indeed, evaluation might be considereti at four le
each including subsequent levels within its purviev:- (11 erogram"evaig:tt'ot-
`concerning general inStitutional arrangements; (2) curriculum evaluati'Dn,
concerning the educational arvangements of whole curbla i-afar

courses; (3) the evaluation of student learning, cdncernihe unities
- for learning created by a particular teaching/learning menu
-student assessment, concerning the outcomes of student/LearnLn-

. At the most general level, there is a range of alternative models of
'valuation. The relationships between levels in these model=; are blurred
and often -Obscure, however: it would appear. that most 'authort; in the yield
have been guided in their model- building activities by an over-riding image
of the activity of evaluation. For example, Knox (1972) in min0. , ;;i

image of the director of'an adult basic education program who wants to
collect fairly comprehensive data about how his program workE;, who A.
serves, how they experience it and where it can be improved. He provides
a list of factors to consider under ea 'n of seven broad sub headings for
an evaluation_ plan:

I. Background-- arding the anticipatd odfltr :ion of

evaluation to program improvement
A. Primary purpose of evaluation for this course
B. Symptoms that indicated that the existing proeedu

wire-inadequate
II. The apProach to the evaluation plan

A. Ideas about evaluation to keep in mind
B. Types of evaluation data to be collected
C. Functions of the division that may relate to course

effectiveness
D. Probable .methods of data collection and analysis
E. Using the results..

Stake (1967) seems' to have in mind the inquiring teacher or outsider
observing a teaching/learning encounter, or a sequence of such encounters
held together in the framework of a course. His "countenance" of
educational evaluation consists of a matrix of antecedents, transactions
and outcomes by intents,"obserVations, standards and judgements; the whole
being considered agpinst the backgroundAf the rationale for the program:

Rationale

Antecedents

Transactions

Outcomes

Intended Observed Values Judgemen

?

Descriptive Data Judgement Data

FIGURE 1: The matrix of Stake's "Counter.-ince" approach.

Stufflebeam, et al. (1971) Kaye a model in mind of the rational manager of
an input-throughput-output system which leads them to set out a range of
considerations under.eachrof the global headings of Contdxt, Input Process
and OutpUt (hence CIP ?) which car4guide the evaluator towards data likely to
be relevant-in making decisions about the whole program. 7



These examptes :_5,erve only to illust -t-4- the theme: that

'whole -program seems to be an extremel. complex busihess, a:1, that
tc reduce this complexity to manageable proportionssoec alists iu th riela

have been guided by images of the task of the evaluator: harried-
manager (in Knox's ease), cbserver of educational encounters (intake's),
or rational manager or Oe servant of a rational manager, in Stur-flet,eam's )

For those interested in p rogram ,evaluation in distance education, ah
especially interested '17n- the evaluation of a distance education program as
a delivery system, any of these three models mightsuffice. But,' aL) my

introductory remarks suggested, I think there are considerable dangers in
treating an educationar program as no more than a delivery system. By

doing so, we may fall into the trap of technological reason: the trap or
treating the delivery system as a technology which may be fine-tuned to
improve its functioning or its efficiency, and thus of failing, to subject
it to substantive criticism as a term of life students, teac
ancillary-staff-and observers.

I would like to turn now to a consideration of five classes of evaluation
approaches or, as I should prefer to call them, five images of evaluation
which have some currency today. These are the engineering model, the
organisational model, the ecological model, the illuminative/res)onsive
model, and the democratic model. After considering each briefly, I would
like to raise one or two general matters and then'offer a sixth model, the
model of evaluation as self-reflection, which I believe surmounts some of
the difficulties of the other five. The sixth model sets out to incorporate
the two notions discussed earlier: conviviality and critical reflection. As

it happens, the model of evaluationas self- reflection is (I believe)

the model closest to what we do in Ordinary situations when we try to
evaluate an educational program without the aid of,s'pecialist approaches
to the evaluation task.

.

THE ENGINEERING MODEL
IF

The engAneering model of educational evaluation is the one most familiar to
curriculum and instructional developers. Writing about this model4n 1979,
DavideJynkins, Barry MacDonald, Gajendra Verma and I had this to say:

Traditionalipi, educational evaluation has attempted to provide
curr;iculum builders with: some check on how well their it t.7ntio
have b,,,:'nfulfilled in the educational performance of the pro-
gramme under development. This has resulted (in general) in a
concentration upon developers' instruction-1 objectives and
_related student learning outcomes. This traditional model
(which- we call the 'engineering model' since, it represents a
technological solution to the problem of curriculum development)
was first articulated by Tyler in 1934 and subsequentl
published as a curriculumfor students of curriculum it 2949.

In its most Widel!, recognised form, it entails the follcw)irlg

stages:

Jeeure a
Ludy;

Express these aims as 'objet
student behaviours that the curric
produce) -; -i)

:zime of the cure

e.

Ifs

a-

rrlicitl
tended

COW__

Devise. and provide expertence that seems likely to enable
.the learners to behave in thedesired.way;
As he co ace o d n e -ormance and oh'edtiv
Vary .the _ea nt until bjaaviaur r atches oboe_



m72ej,, which tntegrated th0 evaluat:en
tl!oeesses has ezertL:d .,,,c,werful., :C':

wf the 112-Z2K!!
r ''UhS"--Wt;a M = .

PatfOftiji ,Icti:ity and ,-_-racricatLf.- 1-
theevaluator as rhat

perfc-urrance 'of staidel-2te e.-rceloLi to .1 t,,z-rt:_niL.t.P,

treatmeni 2orrespods with the JeveZen.
exrressed intentions.* Aost all sun: e.,a-L-ItatL)n-
tileariSt$ have start from a con-g-Liou tion- this
o1:t7 C24 ex,t-enling Gni r2.rlin7 ft, or MA7 OtH'

1)1-212)

in a critique of the engineering model, we marshalled criticisms which.
were bc-..oming widespread and grouped them 4uder al categories:

(a) Problems of sufficiency'

The engineering model is too narrow in its focus. Data about student
outcomes are insufficient for making judgements about programs. Data
about program circumstances and processes are'as'important as data about
outcomes in reaching judgements of the overall worth of a program. More-
over, as Stake (1967) most cogently argued, a variety of valLes are rele-
vant im reaching a judgement of its merit (not just those of the program
developers), and judgements will vary with the vale s- of the judge. His
"countenance" paper argued that the plurality of perspectives and
judgements needed to be taken into account,in.evaluation.

(b) Problems of- specification

*

The behavioural specification of objectives required by the engineering
model also proved unacceptable to evaluators who attempted to use it and
go beyond it'. Eisner (1967, 1969) proposed that "expressive objectives"
should also be considered in curriculum, not just behavioural. Moreover,
it became clear that teachers did not always follow developers' objectives,
that they pursued many different objectives simultaneouily in their.
teaching, and that different teachers pursue different Objectives.
Behavioural specification, while apparently acceptable in a closed world
of the developers' objectives, did not meet the requirements of the real
world of education. Scriven (1973)'also mounted an attack on the
objectives-based model, arguing instead for "goal-free" evaluation, in
which the evaluator made a deliberate effort to avoid learning the
program's goals and thus to escape the "tunnel vision" of looking only
for the intended effects of the program (4s distinct from unintended or
side-e'ffects of program operation). Finally, thre is the problem that
the specified objectives of the engineering model depend upon consensus

,.about what is to be learned: in educational programs where broader so'cial-,
aims are pursued, such consensus cannot be assumed. Behavioural objectives
may propose a consensus, but curriculum developers and evaluators cannot
assume that specification will reduce division about social goals; on the
contrary, it may increase it.

Problems of measurement

The engineering model requires that criterion behaviours for a program can
.

be specified; it also requires that the discrepancy-between desired anoi
actual achievement can be measured) Buttehere are massive technical
problems of developing tests of adequate validity'and reliability for the
program itself and the population to be tested. Walker and Schaffarzick
(197;) demonstrated how often inappropriate tests have been used in



compar between innovative curricula and "conve nal"

and how often the measured' differences reflected tik biases on t-The t

rather-than the 'pompetences of atudents: Furthrmore, .in areas where
.brOad at6117.-6dinaI-er social goals are biding pursuea.bv a- 'rpqr

are otortousl.y ubject*:to bias and. the biases of the-tests
'not be the same as the biases of the programs under =:Onsidera

Problems of explanation

.A8 Hastings ('f966),'Stake (1)67) and Parlett'and Hamilton (.197(31, among
others have pointed out, the engineering model, with its emph-asis on
outcome measures, fails to give evaluators or curriculum Utivelopers'a..
understanding of why a program fails when it tails: It fails to show how
learners learn, or why they learn some things and not others most

audiences of evaluation reports are' interested in the conditicns of
learning, not Just what is learned. Hence, there has been a arewt1-.1 of

studies of educational "transactions" (RippeY, 1973),.the "social
anthropology" o educational innovation (Parlett and Hamilton, 197-6;
Smith and Pohland, 1974), and the conditions under which learning takc,

place (Kemmis, 1977). f 11,We addressed the problem more generally in
proposing the wider use of "idiographicmethods in evaluation (KemmiS
1978) in which close descriptions are made of the i arning- prow 5s 1. the

evaluation of student learning.

(e) Problems of epistemology

The-finai, most general set of objections to the'.engineering model relates
to its basis in a positivistic view '.1.f knowledge and learning. As we shall

See later in this paper, this 'objectivist"'view o .knowledge turns out to
be narrowly scientistic (see'Rabermas, 1972)., that is it is 'premissed ona
view of science that i=egards the essential woblem oT the neture of truth
as solved_ according to this viewP dnly technical problems in science
remain; the nature of :science itself is taken to be unproblematic. The

danger is, that the engineering model appears to, treat evaluation data as

value-ffee1("objective). Yet, as Clarence Karier 'suggests, evaluation.
always has an ideological cOmponen it always occurs Within a value-

framework:

It is my understanding that evaluation is a-c,1 FPOCGSS of
va2ue, phenorr,!6-na, while ideology represents that:,

oet of values and attitudes which go to make up the comosite
pic6ure of t;',:e social and individual. philosophy ai
a given culture profess' to live. In this contest
inevitably occurs within some kind rof.vozli- or Paz

of ah ideological. framework:

To some obserVer8-, the whole corpus of scientific knowledge as know it is

a niquely, even-peculiarly Western product, reflecting a faith that all

problems of,production, of action, even of the soul -- will yield to

scientific investigation. Only recently have there been indication that
thi..73 faith has been Substantially dented (for example.' in the failures of
American military science and social engineering to win the war inNietnam
%Lit 'these dents show little sign of breaking that faith- (as David Dawkins'

paper at this seminar so ably demonstrates).

These problems with the engineering model might'seem to have left it reeling,

Unable to attract champions in program evaluation today. But it is not so_
The image which the engineering model embodies is a powerful,one for our
technological society, too powerful, perhaps, tobe easily recovered from

the store of our cultural archetypes and symbols, and subj&ted to critical

scrutiny.



=rapt, MacKenzie and-Papps(1975) have commented on the,_"myih,
surroundingeduoational.,development and its-evaluation. Among
mythological aspeets_thev iden_ y are te.following: that Loar
to liberate the learner (ou the eoitrary Ihey 150Int-rcr-th

horitarian ehing and learning embodied it J.7,11.ea?

QdUcationsil development) , the-myth that stoaeut 1,
W. 4

their view, teachers furitoutto be clTent), the m,:rh that ,tae-(in
ot tthe 4-Jedigm, is the.improvement.uf _

learning efficiency (it turns out that students must -st tne
est

materials, oat the otherway around), the myth .11,-tt st

is the all-important aim. (it turns out that visible water 5o1. ,

student achievement is what counts), the myth that kno'wledge
like building:with blocks (their` observations led the.rwto Soo the, , of

knowledge as the student's reconstruction oC a whgje'everiaing sot u:
clusters of concepts and awthods-which constituted thqdiscipline
th that individualisation of leatimpr,.z,!pd achievoer

giving the learner control ove,l`the lcariiin process' (`their .b_:r rvati_ 1

that Learners", had contwl only over the p7ace and place of 10:=IrnIng:
the tertiary course they stualed, students demando4 a more profound inL
control river their own learning r- control over-I-he:cognitive organisation

the sourse).
.

=These mythological elements of the technological app roach to educ
devglopee'nt identified by Eraut, MacKenzie and Popps suggest that.the
image of the engineefing:model has pressed deep into oarlAnderstanding
educational development', but that the_image is misleading. This is why
has anmythological"'quality. For this reason it may be asserted that-the
engi'neeting model ,of educationallevelopmantnfi evaluatign,repres,ents a
"tec:mologisation of reason ": it limits our thinking abou,these matters
to technical and procedural'dimensions.. This reduction is filndamental. tq
the model. It routinises the quintessentially laiiman'process of education,
so that it becomes more subject to technical manaciemenC-' In the next modeig-
to be discussed, the organisational model, this routinisatien is proieoted
onto an institutonal.,plane: the.iqereSts-of,effigient managementare
extended to the manageMent of institutions, as social systems, subject to
anaiQgous technical thinking.

I have devoted so much space to the engineering model primaKily because it
profoundso profound a part of our - culture, expressing so easily the technolor

saion of reason. It is, perhaps, the hardest ithage of program evaluation
exirpate from our thinking. Many evaluators have learned its limitations,

however, simply by binding themselves to its dictaes aricrthen by coniidering
how little o,f the life of-the.program they have captured in their methodo-
logical nets by applying it rigorously. There ard' others in the world Of

0
professional 'eNt4luatipn, though, whd see things:eliffeiently. The task to
them 'is simpler; the world beyond the technology more dangerous. With a se
Assurancle rooted deep in our technologidal culture they model7themsetes-oh
Ulysses, stopping the ears of their companions with wax and tyingthemselVes
/to the mast-of their.methedologies. Thus they avoid, they think,-the gra4
of the sweet sirens of the wider world singitlg from the Shore.

THE oRDANIsaTIONAL MODEL t .. ,

4 . . - . \
..a The, second image of program evaluation is bas-ed on the image of the program

as an organivtioh. It is represented by the view of Knox.(1972) discussed
earl-ier (the harried program administratox' attempting ter gather aata on

.0

the wide variety of concerns which might bear on a program). This model
has become widely.pstablished.in procedures for school accreditation,
school seif-study, and schodl review. The-procedures have been further
developed, and-refined in the context of eyquation in higher education.

U I I ,



Paul DreseL'.3 (1)76) .11- re!..reeent !tive

of the genre.

The aim of the organisational model is essentially bureaneratio: t erve
program managers-(deoisionNkers) with the range of _informaii-n 1 e1%eit.
iribing their prilrimm...17Lifistitutions on the r ih track. The model-
is one of rational management, the image sup py- eifitUral-valhes'

scientific rationality, ectilnomic efficiency, and consensus about an
institutional mission: in short, the image i of the organisation man.

There is something 1.eeuliarly lulling about the organisational model: as
each dimension of the institution covered by the model is mentioned, a
litany of relev-int information is recited. Rational management turn oui
to be a daunting task..-4 So many things to be taken itito aaceut by the wise
and prudent evaluator: Thei'e is not space here to recite the list in fun,
put it may be helpful to 'intone at feast the macro-headings,'the main
dimensions, listed by Dressel in his consideration of institutional self- tr.
study (itself -but one weapon in the arsenal of the institutional eyaluator):

A. Dot zino institution rur-ases eduoationa:

theaegree'to which,zotiutiouz sui,uni;,to are in with rhea
goal, resource prb:Vision, and the degree to whl:ch the goals are
-acknowledged kj.dividuals and szthunits
ins ti taton)

B. Measuring 'educational and other outcome2 (including issues
of what the outcomes are and w 'ether all in the institutia!
;:z:irsue them, the appropriateness of th,,!'outoomcs to the
cli,entele, the methods af assessment emplocd,4institutional,
effectiveness in ac:hievina other goa:s like eounity service
and 'esearch)

C. Eva-iiir learnin-ex eriences in terms of'the_esired,outcomes
Includtng tssues of the tLpes of periences provided for
st&dents and' the extent of their involvement- in theyq, oudge-
.ments 5? al: relevant groupS.-- teachers, btwlants:, admini-
strators dnd assessmert'of institutional climate)

Li.E'valWingthe:adequacyuWisation of resources in terms
sof'deStred_ Outcomes (incZtitdinq_.instrzWional stj2fr, learning,:
resources, financial resources', and physical -plant and -
euipment)

Evaluating the planning and decision-m'Zzkin, rocekmeli in-terms
of the desired outcome (including questions of who is involved,
1,n these processes, the groups beyond the institution who
inleluence them, student involvement, and conSiderations__
evidence related toa'atherinp this d:IL'-a)j...4

P. Inter-7retin, 15 "ec tiwe. means o" attainmen
attainment to students and

t and
to

evidence

There is a t _ endous gpuriousness admisplced earnestness about-sUch.:1,ists--
of relevant factors. One cannot d their in:princ.iple relevance to
Necisions,about an ins)titution, bt the notion tat any evaluation an
achieve all of the data-gathering,' analytic and reporting tasks set out is

..%
bsurd: At. best, the exercise is.superficial.and misleading, at worst; it

,

is a mechanism for-ubordinating those evolved to institutional .goals
whi aFe .expressed at a supra-individual, rheto 'cal level. The gRal
of "the examined life" may,be worthwhile, but ther St be.time-leet t_
lire it as well Following the cdm()rthensive presci7ipt: n-of an eValuation

._.- I. .. .
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system such as this is a afire way to get. the inhabitants of the institution
to leave avaluat4on_to the experts. There is-enough experience with such
schemes in Australian schools for us to have some certainty that they Cul
Eo'disaffect staff, to involve them in extensive data-gathering exorcises
which eat up scarce resources of time and money, and to yield little in
terms of actual change.

It is worth noting, too, that the organisational model begins as the
engineering modeldoeS: with a prescription of goals. All else hangs on
Ehi-S prescription. The same objections to goal-oriented evaluation apply
here as to the engineering model.

Put simply, there are fout kinds of problems with the organisational model:
; it takes .a view of the institutional world as a complex set of interacting
_variables and is driven to absurd lengths \to control this-complexity: it is
so comprehensive as to defy genuine application; it is politically insidious
4--it subjugates the critical perspective-oftnhabitants of the institution
to the perspective of the institution as a corporate entity, in its own right:
and it isgoal-based, and therefore open to some of the'riticism made of
the engineering model.

The.organisational model I have presented here, the institutional self-
studY, has the redeeming features that it proposes-the engagement of

A
participants in a program in its evaluation, and,thet it suggests the
enormous- variety of places where something can go.wrong with an organisation.
The first is essential to good program evaluation, the second may be.helpful.;-
But as'j have tried to show, too .great an earnestness about following the
prescriptionsPf.the,model will lead those involved away from the issues
-they-Can-,d6:something pout..In this sense, it exemplifies clearly the
danger. of the technologisation Of reason: it may deaden critical awareness-
in, the,alriw grind- of its progress rather than heighten self - criticism in

-convivial debate.

THE ECOL0GI6AL,' MODEL

A new model, for educational evaluation is emerging out of the ecological-
,

0Sychological literature (e.9, moos, 1976:,Proshansky, 1920).-A recent
paper byUriaBronfenbrenner,'"The "experimental ecology of education (1976),

points the way for-.A series of developments which may be quite interesting
in program evaluation. pronfenbrenner argues that_programs are only
inadequately tested in:artificial'or laboratory settings: that- when.and_
11(5W Peopla-learn is-affected by the relationships between learners and the
surroUndinTgs:in which they live and the relationships between the settings
WillichcOnstitute-theirenvironMent; and that the-methodology of choice must
be what he- -calls "the ecological exteriment". He employs the telmtnology
(adapted'from-Brim, 1975) of. micro-sectins (the4 immediate_ settihg containing
the learner--- e,g. home day-care centre), meso-eystems Tthe interrelations ;'
between lhe-major settings containing the learner at a particular point in-
his itfe --e.g.- home, school, peer-group, television),,exo-syStems (an
extension pf the meso-system embracing concrete, formai-and informal social:
structufea including the majorjnstitutions affecting the life of the
child,like-neighboUrhood; -mass media, agencies of government and informal
racial networks), and ,macro-systeMeTthe overarching- institutions of the
culture or ,subculture like economic, social, political and legal .,_.

systems)..:

image which underlies this model of program evaluation, if such it may
be calledi-ithe Image of the evaluatoeas ecologist, the program as

1.mention it here because the image is a.powerful one for us
today. The model expresses-,a widespread desire in our culture'to unders and



our social life not jUst asa set of interacting variables, but as, organic,

structured. and functioning. It sees a.program as "alive", but more than

that, as part of a "living" context.

BronEenbrenner's paper makes interes ing reading, The earlyoresults he -

cites in support of his approach are.,encouraging. It will bejnteresting

to see whether thes'e complex ideat are taken up widely- and tested

rigorously:

But these are not the methods for a program evaluator. They are methods

for a Social science researcher who has the leisure and the distance from

a social reality to treat it as an object, in.detail, the approach falls

,prey to the dangers-of positivism cited in'relation to the engineering

model, and the problem of complexity raised with respect to the organisa-

tional model. (1 do-not mean that complexity by itself is a bad thing;

rather, I mean to suggest that the kind of complexity these models deal in

is hostile to understanding bedauSe'it fragments our view of the program

alOng the tines of its own analysis, not according to thb problems

perceived and experienced by those'who inhabit programs.as."worlds" in

:which they live).

These first three Models (the engineering model, the organisational model

and the ecological model) share a critical feature. All reveal an

"objectivist" episteMology: the evaluator attempts to study the 13rogram

'"objectively" and. dispassionately. All share an interest in value-

neutrality with , respect tip the program. And all display at Habermas

1972) calls a "technical" knowledge-constitutive interest .

These approaches manifestmbst clearly the techno,Lugisation of reason,

making critical self-understanding subordinate to programgbals, bureaucratic

organisational imperatives, or the "life" of, the program as understood fromL

a non-participatory (non-empathetic) perspective. The next three models to.

be discussed eschew the Objectivist stance irayour of more empathetic and

convivial approaches to understanding.

THZ IMUMINATIVE/RESPONSIVE MODEL

Recent evaluation literature has paid much attention to two.,relatively new

-models for evaluation': Barlett and Hamilton's (1975) "illuminative" approach

and Stake's (1975) "responsive" approach.

Stake's responsive approach attempts to address. issues raised by program

participants rather than to,import'the questions' of the evaluator into the

program setting. He states: :

An education.al evaluation 'is responsive evaluation (1) if it

orients more directly to program activities than to. pro

.intents, (2) if it responds to audience requirements f

information, and (3) if the different value - perspectives s nt-

are referred to_in reporting the success and failure of -,';he

- program. In these three separate ways-an evaluation plan can

be res onsive.

Knowledge-constitutive interests are the human interests'that motivate

band gUide the guest for knowledge.- The empirical-analytic sciences

(e.g. the physical sciences) are guided, Habermas argues, by "technical"

interests, that is, interests in technical control pf the phenomena studied;-

the hermeneutic or interpretative sciences (e.g history) are based,bn a

"practical" interest, that is, in understanding problems whictohave arisen

and,in_accumulating experience which may guide us -to act more wisely in

.future;-and critical. social science (e.g. political economy, some

approaches in Sociology) is guided by anitmancipatory" interest, an interest

in emancipating people from the mystification of ideology, the dictates of



habit and precedent, or the compulsions of self-interested author], 'es.
In deciding how to address the.program, Stake's responsive evaluate is

guided by the issues' which concern those in and around the program. Those
issues guide. the quest for data and the writing bf- reports. The evaLuator
is likely to choose to make portrayals of the program rather th,n report
it in analytical terms. The aim is to convey something of the lifa of
program and the concerns of its inhabitants.

Similarly, Parlett and Hamilton's. illuminative evaluation discards the
analytical role in favour of an interpretative one Varlet and Hamilton
claim the authority of social anthropology for their view, can refle&tion,
it :Seems that a wider "interpretative tradition infoims the methodology '
the interpretative tradition of verstehen sociologists (sea Outhwait2b,
'1975) and the hermeneutic or interpretative tradition in social-science and
history (see Kemmis, 1978). The illuminative evaluator chooses issues in a

uation which help the reader to grasp its wholeness.and to develop an
empathetic understanding (verstehen) of the lives of those who i"n'habif it.

These methods, in my view, have mush to recommend'them. They set about
deliberately trying to.disclose the life of a social situation, progressively

' focussing on issues of particular concerdto participants and accumulatimL:
data along the lines suggested by those issues.

The development of the illuminative and responsive models was a response
to some of the perceived shortcomings of the engineering model. At a
conference at Churchill College, Cambridge, in late 1972, U.S. and British
"dissidents" from the engineering.appeoach gathered to discuss the"emerging
alternatives. Among their number were Bob Stake (a psychometrician
,increasingly disenchanted by the empirical-analytic approaches to evaluation
which characterised his own former work), Malcolm Parlett (an experimental'
psychologist who was similarly disenchanted by the limits of analysis and
had turned to sociology and social anthropology for an alternative), David,
Hamilton (an ex-geology,graduate, ex- teacher who had become interested in the
social prooegses of classrooms), Mike Atkin (one of the prime movers in
developing a high-school-astronomy=courae in the U.S. and one of the
earliest writers on the shortcoMings of the objectives-based approach .--
see Atkin, (1963), Lou Smith (already attracting substantial attention for
his ethnographic work in classrooMg see, for exaMple, Smith' and
Geoffrey, 1968), Barry MacDonald (chief evaluator of the Humanities
Curriculum Project in Britain,,adoptingslase study approach and
Fooncerned.with the way evaluation Could serve decisiOn-makersand wider
audiences of evaluation, and becoming sensitive to the politics of
evaluation),-DavidJenkinsAan ex7Medieval religious drama scholar,:ex-
teacher, evaluator of the Keele integrated Studies'Projecti a wit and
raconteur whose brilliance as a writer emerges, in his evaluation reporting),
and a number of other names now well-known in evaluation circles.

Towards the end cif the conference, a "manifeSto7 was drafted and endorsed
by the .participants. It was subsequently pUblished-in a-"reader"on__
alternative evaluation methodologies, Beyond the. Numbers Game (Hamilton,
et a7.., 1977):

44

On 20 December, 1072 at Churchill College, Ccunhridge the confoen__
participants concluded a'discussion of the aims and procedures of
evaluating educational practices and agreed:

1 That past efforts to evaluate-these practices have, on
whale, not adequately served the needs of those who require
evidence of the effects of such practices, because of
(a) an under - attention to educational processes including
those of the learning milieu;"



(b) an over- attention-to psychometrically measurable changes
in student behaviour (that to an extent represent the outcomes

of the practice, but which are-a misleading over- simplif cation
of the complex changes that occur in students); and
c) the existence of an educational research climate that

rewards accuracy of measurement and generality of theory but
overlooks both mismatch between school problems and research
issues and tolerates ineffective communication between
researchers and those outside the research community.
That future efforts to evaluate these practices be designed so
as to be:
(a) responsive to the needs and perspectives of differing
audiences; .

(b) illuminative of the complex organisational, teaching and
learning proceSses at issue;
(c) relevant to public and professional decisions forthcoming;
and
(d) reported in 'language which is accessible to theft. audiences.

III More specifically they recommend that, increasingly,
(as) observational data, carkfullyvalidated, be used (sometimes
in substitute for data from questioning and testing);
(b) the evaluation be designed so as to be flexible enough to
allow for response to unanticipated events (progre6sive focussing
rather than pre,ordinate,design); and that
(c) the value positions of the evaluator, whether highlighted
or constrained by''the deeign, be made evident to the sponsors'
and audiences of the evaluation.

IV Though without consensus on the issues themselves, it was agreed
that considered attention by those who design evaluation studies
should be given to such issues as the following:
(a) the sometimes conflicting roles of the same evaluator as
expert, scientist, guide and teacher of decision-makers on the

one hand, and as technical specialist, emp'loyee and servant of

decision-makers on the other;
(b),the degree to which the evaluator, his sponsors and his
subjects, should specify in advance the-limits of inquiry,
the circulation of findings, and such matters as may become
controversial later;
(c). the'advantages and ,disadvantages of intervening in
educational practices for the.purpose of gathering data
or of controlling the variability of certain features in
order to increase the 'nenerhiisability of the findi s

(d) the complexity of educational decisions which, as a
matter of rule, have pblitical, social and economic
implications; and the responsibility that the evaluator may

. or may not have for exploring these implications;
(e) the degree to, which the evaluator should interpret his
observatiqm rather than leave them for different audiences
to, interpret,

It was acknowledged that different-evaluation designS will serve

different purposes and that even for a single educational
programme many different designs could be used.

Looking.back on the "manifesto from the perspective of 1980, it shard to
remember how challenging those ,iddaS were. They were prefigured by. the work

a considerable body: of students'of social and educational life, to be sure,
but they representecian alliance of interests among .a Aumber of dissidents

from the dominantevaluation_paradigm on both sides of the Atlantic:' The

alliance continues to be a yeast to the-dough of the evaluation literature.

14
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The images represented by the illuminative and responsive approaches have
venerable roots in social science, history and the hamanitic.s. Perhaps it
is a British characteristic which simply lighens the consistency of the
sometimes extremely turgid (and U.S.- dominated) evaluation literature, but
the illuminative and responsive approaches ,seem more literate, wittier, and
more artistic than much of the work reported in the'"-Conventional" evaluation
literature. Here we see the evaluator as social anthiepotogist, case-sLudy
worker, hiStorian, portrayal-maker or artist. (Contrast the role of the
evaluator as artist with the-approach of Eisner who developed the notion of'
evaluatiod as art criticism; Eisner, 1974.)

6

These are images which not only attract but compel. They attempt to over-
come thecitechnologisation of-.reason with an. art form. They attempt to heal
the fragmentation of our understanding of a program produced by analytic
(experimental, psychometric,'Objectives-based) methods and to provide
holistic descriptjons on the basis of whichHwe, as readers, can. judge the
programs they,portray for ourselves.

But the healing process is not so easily achieved.

The recipients of the first, products Of the "new wave" evaluation, as it
came to be known (Stenhouse, 1975), must have been somewhat sur3rised by
the sheer readability of the reports. But the response seemed short - lived=
Very,seon, the reports were being condemned'as"subjective" and.
"impresSionistic". It _was, argped that they .could only be produced by a
certaIn'kind of person :,the methods were so, poorly understood that they

.

could not be regarded as'rigorous by audiences who had come to equate rigour
with the rigidity of the prevailing.technologS7) 'A long:debate abbut the
qualitative vs. the quantitative and the objective vs. subjective in
evaluation began,, though some might prefer not to describe.it as a
'"debate"; opponents;.seemedto talk past one another as often as they
bumped heads.

I'have dwelt so long on the topic of illuminative and responsive, Moders'
because they represent- -a substantial Ohallenge,to theengineering,model in
particular. Arud the challen4e_ hasbeen'successful at lest to the extent.
thatthe alternative approadh has established itself as fe7gitimate.-

But severaltdifficulties with illuminative and responsive approaches
remain. The first is the problem that it as dismissed as "subjective" and
"impressionistic". That these responses are based on-ignoranceof the
methodological pedigree of-the verstehen (empathetiC understanding) and
"hermeneutic" (interpretative - based on the-scholarly tradition and history:
see,Gadamer, 1975) traditions need not concern us here. What should
concern'us iS that this dismissal of-illumiative/responsive evaluation
reveals that:the reports are not.rewzdedas credible.'? This is, of:coursev:
a fundamental problem for an approach which is built on the notion that
evaluation should speak to the concerns df participants and in their own
preferred languages. I take it as an indidator of the extent Of the
technologisation of our reason that this failure to treat the reports of
illuminative/responsive evaluation seriously should occurat 011_ Such is
the imperialism of scientistic thought that it believes there are no
itruths to be told outside its own language.= -(How then dp we Austify
hiStory or criticism? As pastimei for effete intellectuals?)

The second difficulty is that posed by Walker (197) in a paper entitled
"Descriptive methodologies and utilitarian objectives: is a happy, marriage ,

possible?" (The title almost describes the whole argument.) The problem
is that 'descriptive methodologies, especially when they aqpire to-ecute

.

observation and profound .take time. But that.isthe commodity
.



program_eValuators are usually short of. The "utilitarian objectivet",
evaluation -7 getting the information to the decision-maker before die
,decision is to be made -- are. antipathetic to the descriptive objectives.
Walker's argument.nw-lend support to those who argue that the reporti arb
"subjebtjve" or "impressionistic" if it is read to suggest that they may
be so because they areprodnced under presgure of time. (I ail not

perSonaIly convinced that thid criticism, is fatal to the project ofiiIhmi-
native/responsive' evaluation; the process of "negotiation of accounts" to:
be discussed later in relation to .the "democratic"-approashe at least
mitigates the force of the argument Moreover, the process of writing up
at least part of the life of a program,' even ifi.Mperfectly, may helo:
people to make wiser judgements of it; it is my view a crassjilistake to
believe that no knowledge is better than arguable knowledge about a.
program.)

A third difficulty is that these approaches tend to fall by one of the
criteria they value most highly: the criterion of authenticity. The,

notions of "responsiveness " -to participant and udienceConcerns,.of
"prcigressively focussing" on issues which compe those inand arounethe
situation, and of "participant confirmation" (or "the shock of recogaitich")
as guarantees of authenticity are Challenged by the notion that it is not
participants themselves but professional evaluators who shape the accounts.
Perhaps this seems -a purely technical problem: Participants don't-have the
time to carry out the evaluation for themselves,-don't have the appropriate
skills, can't easily mediatewith evaluation audien_es with whom they have

,

alrqpdy-0,iterMined'relationships. But is not a mrely techr4cal considera-
tion: the outside observer undelstanding and reporting on the program is .
'doing something'fundamentally different from the insider-participant who
must live with the consequences of the evaluation, with the meanings
reclaimed from its life, and the reputations the evaluation establishes or
dimihishet.

Though illuminative and responsive approaches .re more,convivial,than their
forbears in the-evaluation literature of the last two-decades,' they have
thisAchilles heel: that the 'iife of the program is reconstructed-for
participants, not by them. In this sense, the-ilIuthinative/responsive
evaluatar still proTides a technical service to the knowledge-generation
processes ofthe'program community. By.specialising the-knowledge-
generation process with a band'of professional evaluators, illuminative,and_
responsive approaches pfeterve a crucial' remnant of the technologisation of.
reason: someone else, not program participants or program audiences, knows
best about how knowledge of the program istobe distiljed- and reported.3

-THE DEMOCRATIC MODEL

The "demo6ratic" approach to program evaluation attempts-to provide a
solution to this problem. It moves from the realm Of processss of under--
standing social contexts-to the question of,the politics of information in
.evaluating them. In a sense, the shift from illuminative/responsive to
democratic models parallels the, shift from the engineering,to the organise-
`tibnal model. Both the organisational and the democratic.model incorpbrate

3 Note, however, that Stake and some co:Workers have propOsed that program
participants develop their own evaluations or portrayals of their own
situations. See, for example, Stake, 0 al. The Acountability Notebook
(1971),.Grotelueschen and Kemmis' (1973)--notion of an evaluation file,
and Stake And Stheyer't (1976) self-evaluation portfolio.

0
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an elaborated view of the institu nal uses of approach. In a widely-

cited paper,-''EvalUation and the eduCatiOn", MacDonald (1976)

distinguishes between bur.eaucr utbc c and democratic approaches
to the evaluation of programs

Bureaucratic
Bureaucrati
government
of education
those who hol
them to aCcompl

-went consultant,
faction. His techn
makeis and not lay

on
on an unconditi *'a1

ich have major writ
s. The evaluator acce
and offers information

eir policy objectives He a

service to those
over the. al3oca_

s the velu
ch will help.,,

is as a mana
ient satis-
o.the polity-
e has no

his criterion of success is c_
es of-study must' be credible

hem en to publ'
independence, no c '. tro1
and no court of appeal.
and lodged in its files.

over e use that-is made of his information
The report is -Owned by thebureaucracy.
The key concepts-of bureaucratio_evaluation

are 'service', 'utility' and 'efficiency'. Its key justificatOry-
concept is 'the reality ofipower'

Autocratic evaluation
Autocratic evaluation is a conditional service to those government_
agencies' which have major control overthe allocation oreducational
resources. It offers external validation of policy in exchange for

compliance with its recommendations:-, its'values are derived from
the Oaluator's perception ofthfi constitutional and moral obligations

of the bureaucracy. He focuses'upon issues of educational merit,- and

actsas expert-advisor. His-techniques bf study must yield scientific..
proofs, because his power.ase is the academic-research'community.
His contractual arrangements guarantee non - interference by the client,

.'ancl he retains ownetshipyofthe study. His report is lodged in the
files of the. bureaucracy, but is also Published irvacademiC journals.

)
If_his.recommendations are rejected, polity is n-t validated. His',

court,of'appeal is the'researCh community, and_-igher levels.an the
bureaucraey.,, The key concepts of the autocrat evaluator are.

'principle' and 'objectivity'. Its key justificatory concept is

'the responeibility,of office'..
- . p

Democratic evaluation -

Democratic evaluation is an information service td the coaktunity

about the' tharacteri?tics of an,educational programme. It recognises--

value7pluralism and seekb.to represent-a range-of interests in its
'issue - formulation; The-basic, Slue is an-informed-citizenry, and
the evaluator acts as broker i exchanges of information between

differing groups- His techni s of data-gathering and presentation"'

must be actessible.to non-spec: t audiences.- HiS main activity

is the coliection of definitions o and reactions to, the programme..

He offers confidentiality to informants and gives them
-
control, over

his use of the information. The report 1S-non-reaommendatory, and
the evaluator has no concept of knformation misuse. The evaluator

,engages in periodic-negotiation oChis relationships with sponsors

and programme participants_ The criterion of successjs therange
ofaudieQces served. The report aspires to 'bestseller' status.

The key concepts o daodtatic evaluation are 'confidentiality',
'negotiation' and 'accessibility': The kel jUstificatory concept .£

is' 'the right,to know'.

The image of democraticevaluation thus poses _a sharp challenge'to the organi-

sational:Model (which is essentially bureaucratic). :The democratic evaluator

stands outside-theA3rogram'as-an independent, interested, observer though
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not an "objective" one: the . "objective" outsider is serving "scientific"
interests and thus adopts and interested, autocratic;stonce. He/she
attempts to advocate the contending perspectives within it by proxy, fully
and fairly, to regulate the procesSeS by.Which participants:come-to agree
that their perspectives aresadequately represented (negotiation of accounts)
and by which these views are gradually released to-other'participants iWthe
situation (negotiation of release). The procedures for handling these
negotiations are now susceptible-of articulation and formulation as "principles
of,procedure";for'evaluation studies (see Kemmis and Robottom, 1980).

The image the democratic evaluator,has its racier or more sinister side
(depending upon your'point of view'): it is the image of the investigative
journalist. This imageis largely compatible with the image of illuminative
or responsive evaluation, though perhaps it recognises itself as more:reactive"
the investigative journalist shapes,public affairs:by reporting them; he/she

.does not merely report. (MacDonald, 1977, refers explicitly to the model of
the "new j9urnalist" as a source of techniquet for the'evaluatOr.) But it has

lanotherierde too: that of the open-mindedl concerned obierver (based on the
model, of the "neutral chairman" ,of the HUmanitiesCurriculum Project of which

MacDonald was the evaluator; Jenkins, Kemmisand Atkin, 1977) .who attempts to
see thatreason.rather-than political muscle wins the day as differing views
of a program are shared-aiong participants, and between participants and program
audiences.

This-latter part of the image of..the democratic evaluations as neutral
chairman ift-a__"discussion" about the program - is especially attractive.
While in other respects the democratic approach is subjectto the failings
of the illuminative-and idaponsive_apProaches, it is an attempt to overcome

the lit-i_calproblerri of .authenticity it:attempts to respect the autonomy
eLpdatH2)I14y:and the reasonableness ofProgram_participants.'

.
_

It. is clear, however, that the democratic evaluator is still proViding_a
technical- service to a prograth community: that of "'neutral chairmanship" in--

the-debate about the_ program. perhaps th4 is technologisation of reason:
-certainly the techniques for production and distribution of knowledge about

the prOgrab are procedurally'lbound. Brit I 4cOliot think that it can be

described: on the contrary, the democratic approach-fosters, rather than
denies, the capacity for critical thinking'about the program =- it thu.4'comes

closeSt of the images of evaluation so far discussed to achieving both
_conviviality and critical capacity =.,

Its failing, if such -it may-be called, is that-the process of democratie
,evaluation as deedrib-ad br'MatDonald is -one Of-interVentitin-into the social
world of the program to provide this key service on behalf of program partibi-

pdnts. Though,Wmay providea model of conviv)ality and'criticism, it4oes
not,necessarily,impant the model in the situation' AS the notion is e4ressed
ny Jurgen HaberMas (1974), the ultimate problemis to create conditions within
a program through whichself-rellection.mayrbeestablished and sustained by

--participantaon their own behalf.: It is'a problem of "the organisation of-1

enlightenment ", guided Ly'an "emancipatory' interest (that of rising above
the dictates of habit, Precedent, coercion ar?d material constraints tOwards
gfaater reasonableness, s=elf- awareness, discipine of tho.,;ght-and self-control
and towards.greateraclr7determination based on autonomy and responsibility

and anawaenesoCthe autonomy and responsibility of.others). We will

return to these notions in 'a later section.

THREE GENERAL ISSUES.

Before proceedin,- I should like to return:to thr6e general issues of concern,

-.-P,Y41M4Plqn' theory '-'e.khelaIMINIEStaiaject
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views -of knowledge, the question of conviviality, and the question of autonomy
and .responsibilitY: By returning to these issue's, I hope to-emphasise several
points made in my suvery of images of program evaluation so far.

(a) The question of objective and subjective views of knowledge

Many evaluators trained in social scienceshave -developed-perspeativeon
the role and function of social science which depends on the notion of
"objectivity"; the capacity of science to free itself fromcomMitments on one
side or another of a value-question. Such evaluators hope that science can
be value-free.

-This position had come under heavy attack in the philosophy:of social sCiences,
in recent years (see,.for just one example, Petrie, 1972). According to these
writers, social science is not value-free: even the questions we ask are shaped'
by a framework of our own (or our culture's) values and interests. Habermas

.
(1972).introduced the concept of "knowledge-constitutive" interests to
describe the ways in which our inquiries are shaped to serve our values and
our iriteregts.

Maturana (1974) outlined the difference between the "objective",and "subjectiveZ,
Views in'considering the question, of the unity of mankind. According to -the

"objective" view, he suggests, meWexist in an objective world that can be
.known and which exists independently of us as observers; our sense organs
give'us reliable knowledge of this world. The consequende of -this view, he
argues, is the view of mankind which sees us as genetically equivalent
differing only in levels of endowment-in physical or Intellectual terms.-,-
'which sees-cultural diKferenceses.reflecting different modes of treating
an objective,reality;.and according to-which the- cultural unity ofmari-can
only be obtained through the-development of a culture in which men base
their conduct on objective knowledge that is, through the-development
of a culture in =which men-have "the right. way" of looking at'reality.

In contradiitinction'tolhe.'objective" Maturana'puts the view of
cognition ase. subject-dePendent phenomenon.: According to the "subjective"
view, cognition as a process is mound consfltutively to the organisation and
structure of the knower; our history of interactions in the world defines-
the world for us,-and it simultaneously defines us as "units of interactions"
-with'cerfaidsotentials for,interaction. The consequence of -this view in
relation to the Cultural unity of mankind is that cultural differences do not
reflect differenf modes-of-treating the same objective reality but legitimately
different cognitive domains'. 'Culturally different men live in different
cognitivk-ii-ilities that are generated and specifiedlny their living_ in them.
The problem of the cultural unity Of-mankindttherefore, is not a-problem of
`learning a single valid cognitive approach to objective reality (as rational
empiricists would have it), but the problemf generating a common subject-
ependent behavioural domain that gefines.a common Subject-dependent reality..
In -host, Matu.lna argues that we pcould not expect-to find the cultural-

unit man by'reference to a common objective reality "out there", as it
werer b by living together so that we orient in common ways to the World
and to one licAer. -

This perspectiv- is also implied_by Wittgenstein's (1974) notions of "forms-
of life "-and "language games ". Truth, it may be argued, is not to be found'
entirely within lan4u ge (empirical are about states -of-- affairs in the
world)`; nor is it, to b found- entirely. ontside.language (it relates to
proPositionsy_not to exp fences _alone) Wittgenstein pits the problem

9 1
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-So you are saying that human
what is false? It is L7lhat_

false; and thekagree in the
afrement in opinions. but in

agreement defines what is true c.:(31

human beings say that is true and
language they use. That is not
form of life. (2974,-p.86)

The, solution' to the problem "how de 'we decide if a thing is true?" de ,pends
upon the way we ti§eifj-ilage, which In- turn-le-pends- uponour-having- f orms
of life and sufficiently comprehensible to one another to support
communication.

By discussing the question .of the bbjectiVe" and the "subjective". in 'relation
to the ideas of Maturana and Wittgenstein, l have hoped to show that the
"subjective"I the bane of "objective" social science, is not 1-nee opinion,
not mere individualism. of perspectiVe. Both the "objective" and the
" subjective" depend upon Agreements about how..language is to be used. We
-have in fact.arrived a an "Interactivpsubjective" Perspective (not the
lone-subject experiencing and' yet unable. to test or to communicate that
experiense) a

t t

The 'images of -program evaluation discussed so far May be arranged along thig
dimension from objective to, subjedtive. The "objective" approaches under-
estimate' the manifold quality of the world we experienCe, and they fragrfieat
our understanding, of it. The most "subjective" image presented here
(illuminative/responsive) is .not yet fully conscioug of_its potential
conviviality its Capacity. to enter the program being studied, .not to'
stand .aloof from it ea observer,- -

Many. social scientists' hope that the battle between the "objective' and the
'subjective" cam-be won at that' level. But some recent philosophers of
social 'sclence do not7.think that this can happen, For example, von Wright
in his book Explanation-and Understanding (1971) , argues that the two are
simply -incommensurable, that they are different Modes which can never be..
reconciled; Habermes,- in Theory and Practice (1974) , however, argues that
both are limited but they can be transcended in critical self - reflection.
ChoOse your own unhapPy ending.

This brief excursion into the world of the, "objectiVe" .and "subjective
may- you of little, -But it may at least have raised the possibility
that, to be.conviXrial and to engage:ou understanding, program evaluation Must.
have -at least some element of the "subjective". Without the human process of
expressing our experience-in communication, and orienting to one another in
common-action, we cannot hope fully. to understand. This is the downfall of
the "objective" evaluator, as it as of th -eValUator yho stands on the.
sidelines of the action as commentator 0T critic'. As Mao ,Testung once,put
it: "If you want:to understandreality, you mutt participate in the struggle'

change it".

- (b) Conviviality
.

Harry Wolcott an-ethnographer pf education, was called upon to discuss a
paper. _men at the ,AnnueI Meeting of ,the American. Association for .Research in

. 4 Wolcott's (1977) :book Teachers vS. Technocrats bears greatly on our,
discussion -- being .both an ethnography (and thus a potential source of
justification- for advocates of the' illuminative model of evaluation) and
a treatment -of the Problem- of lack of conviviality in prograM management.
and-evaluation using. the technologY of PPM (program Planning' and-

...Buck:retina-System).-
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Education.in San Francisco in 1976 by two evaluators-Of a technical/
engineering/organisational cast of mind. These evaluators-had defined ,-
education as "the collection of datato guide decisions to continue, revise
or terminate programs". you were an ethnographer", Wolcott remarked?.
"how would= you ilike your material to be used to, continue: revise or

terminate another culture?"

The question is a pressing one for program evaluators: by adopting a
technical role with respect to program participants the evaluator
necessarilyputs himself outside the "life world Pk participants. Yet they
must live with the consequences of the "truths" the evaluator tells.

..

In a recent paper on case study in research and evaluation -(Kemmis, 1979)
I argued that evaluators -are, or seem to be,ruled,by'three "tyrannies":

(1) the tyranny,that there truth" to be told and that we can
tell it,

(2) the tyranny of conscience: that we believe we have a duty to
arrive at judgements of the_worth of social and educational
programs;- and to communicate these judgements -- our-judgements
to others, "and
the tyranny of reporting: that we have a duty to commit these
"truths" and judgments to paper and, through them, to create
"the public meaning" (or at least "a public meaning") af the
work.

I -see these 'tyrannies as evidence' of Othe tenologiation of 1:le reason las -

evalhators,,as evidence of what Sartre (1957) would describe as "bad faith" --
our willingness to subjugate ourselves to a role thrust upon us sometimes.

-Toy circumstance and sometimes by sponsors offeringrepuiation or financial
reward. 1 am reminded of a Goon Show in which-Eccles had been left to
guard the door-and keep out newspaper reporters while a secret meeticgstopk,_
place. Thereporters,managed to get into the meeting and Neddy-Seagoon was
demandihg an explanation from EcCles. His reply? "Theyburst through by .

fording money into my hand".)

The technologisation of our reason as evaluators and its attendant bad'faith
.is-imade possible by the perspective we are invited to take'on the,program:
we are observers, program participants the observed; we are the specialiSts7
the program contains Pathologies we are-to diagnose; we are the therapists,-
participants must be:demyStified; we are the disinterested enquirers,.
participantsare bound, by setf-deception and self-interest that only we can
unravel and dispel:. It is riot surprising that we submit to_ the bad faith-
of the role: we are paid well for our work -- in money, opportunities or

reputation. And,it is we, after all, who are,the reputation-makers, witif
the power to distribute praise or blame-, to ponfer the appellations
"ftlure", "modest failure", "noble failure", "success".

Perhaps this characterisation seema.extravagant or glib. But it is
oser to the truth of the program evaluator's role than many would ear

or dare to admit. Wis certainly the way in which we are perceived by, a-
great number of those who sUffer;our services. And.it is often the role we
are enjoined to accept (quite deliberately) by evaluation-zpopsors--- we can

say harsh things and go'away, the - sponsors (Tho.are very often the sponsors.
or administrators of the program too) must stay to!live and rule 'another
day.

her, I pointed out that the value of authentic- knowledge-is that it.pro-
i- _Auclis,a:basisthe_cinly_certairs_7_f0X_ETogTam0411ge; BY,"authentic,
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ticipants.-As IIlich (1971), Freire (1970) and Habermas (1974) have been at _.

pains to show, the capacity for critical self-reflection can only be developed
in the-language and perspectives of participants if'the changes in a program
are to "take" by cOnviction rather than coercion. A program evaluators.out-
side other people's programs, we cannot tell, only, our truths; we must
pArtle4patein the process of developing critical self-refleCtion alongside
participants, aS-participants.

Thi$ is the-way'of conviviality. It is the'development of critical Self-
reflection out of the talk and the (authentic) experience of co-

.

participants., Langloge creates the possibility of critical-thought
.(thOUgh it,never guarantees it)- The language of criticarthought must
recognise the experience and the language of those who want to participate
in the .critical debate; it must be self - reflection as well-as critique of
the social world of the program.

(c) Autonomy and responsibility

In any discussion of program evaluation, the question of autonomy arid

responsibility must arise. It is,inextricably linked'to the-question of
control of the program, since evaluation, whenever it aspires to.
influence Program action; concerns program control.

Moral responsibility for an outcome can only be ascribed to a person to tha
degree that his or her free choice of actipn as an autonomous moral agent.
was a cause of that outcome. dust as the evaluatormust'assume that those
involved in a program-Aqrationally in\he s&nse-that-they.are open to
arguments based on reason, so it must be asatimed that they will act -as
autonomous- and responsible moral agents.

This said, it becomes evident that a Program is a cOMmuni of =interes s
JHouseand Care,'1977), based on-the commitments O .participants within the

limits of their freedom, the-opportunities and circumstances of the program

ltini,.andthe,knOTTiedge available about the consequences (intended and
unintelded, anticipated and unanticipated) of the program;'-

,

The auono mu. and responsibility of those involved in a programfia ussumed_by
.

soma of the images of program evq4liation discussed here andnegated-byothers.
Indeed,'it is .a feature of the more "technological" models (especially'the'-
emgineering model and the organisational model) that participants are treater
,as having subjugated themselves to-the technology of the program. (In the

use of the ecological.model,it would appear.that actors are assumed to.be,

td-a'greater. or lesser degree of systemic.constraints, determined rather than
free to adtas moral agents.) program conditions which!require this
subjugation_of participants'maybe coercive; program evaluators who
assume this.subjugation of pArticipants-are likewise coercive,

These three guestiOnsof."subjective" and "objective" views of knowledge,
Cenviviality,-aid autonomy'and responsibility mu-st be actively Considered
in the development of a. model of program evaluation capable, of avOiding.the

limitationssof the images-of-evaluation presented earlier, It'is with these
questions in mind that-I now propose,a-sixth model of program evalUation:r''
evaluationas serf=reflection.in 4:,e.community of self-interests formedlby-

a.program,
.

EVALUATION AE SELF-RiFLECTION-IN A- CRITICAL COMMUNITY

evona (1979)- _hasr.eMaked that the strategic aim of A tertiary,edueSt
-



- has also raised the geneial,question "what is an organisation that it may
learn?" He demonstrates that organisations do indeed leafn from their
experience.

Habermas.,(1974r-has shown how this aim ,can be achieved in social organisa7:
tions:by the creation of conditions for ."the organisation of enlightenment".
He points-Out that_three kinds of questions, each with its own criteria' of
adequacy, must be addressed -yin the organisation of enlightenment and the
justification of action. First,-at-the level of scientific discourse,
critical ideas which buildtowards a theory of the organisation must be
developed,. The4e must be tested against the usual canons .of truth- telling.
-.Second; at the level-or-the organisation of,ionlightenment itself-, procesSes
must be established which allow participantrto-engage 4n critical, self-
.reflection on their own theoretical perSpectives and practical commitments.
'these are to be judged by'the criterion:of fred commitment t sekf-

reflection and to the crtical,:co7operative prdj,ett otestabliehing,a'
consensus about social action based on mutual-understanding and recognition,

. of participants as persons in their striving for consensus. Third, at the
''level.of:practical action, processes must be established according to which
practice can be improved and better adapted to the available opportunities
and ci=rcumstances in,-,the light of participants', intentionSoFractical
action must be- judged by reference to-the critetia'of thewiSdom and
prudence of decisions about strategic action,.

These three "levels " - provide the substance for critical self-reflection.
ems and Hughes (1979) discuSsed evaluation as se2f-reflection in a critical

community using these'levels as substance for the discussions,- and outlined
-an example of the approach in practiop.

.'7

Beyond this substance, there is a need.to*create:a Climate:in'which self7
reflective debate, can be carried out. ,The appropriate climate ,is one

described by theJeriterion for the organisation of enlightenment= that
debateApe-carried7out,in an ,atmosphere of respeCt for personsand'etriving
for-bonsensds and mutual_ understanding. Kemmis (1980a), describes a.strategyi
for,developing the skills df "symmetrical communications" necessary to
establish Such a climate.,

.40
Seven principles fok. program evalution describe theapproach.advocated
heie (Kemmis, 1-980b):: Together, they create an'lmage of evaluation as the.

,*prcceSs ot-rarsh_all ng information and ar uments Which:eriables interested

individuals and ate in the critical debate (the Process.

Thethe principles ate:

(1) The print le -.o rationality as reasonableness
Progrqp participants act reasonably-1in the Li t.of:their
circumitances and opportunities. It is the task orcin
evaluation-to illuminate the reasoning which guides program
development and evolution, to identify.the..cOntextual and
historical factOrs'which .influence it,- and to.facilitate
critical examination of, these ;natters in and around the
program community:

Therinauno-and'reliOnsibili
Moralszysponsibilit for an oitt&inecan only be ascribed-to
a_ person to the degree that his or her-free Npiceofactiorz
as an autonomous agent -was'a.causeof that outcome.
Lrrtcuium deg e ent ranaze co =dative --enterprises
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these faitors limit indiviauals'-
actions and their consequences,_
the interactive c acter of act'

The' principle c_6rrununit

When a curricu&uM developme
-Community of self interests
interests of all participan
The evaluator has a respon
of -ommonality and-Conti:

artiqipants in this

(4) The principle
A rae. of different valu

.a program: Art,

different perspectives
conerns they imply.

untability for progr am
aluatorg must illuminate.
nta6ility for a program.

el sts
t troject is formed, it

it represents the
thin its terms of.-refere ce,'
ty to-illuminate the extent'-

Lng the values and, interacts
unity.

of value-perspectives
perspeativiis becomes ,relevant in
uatiOn shou7zd identity these
e responsive to the different

(5) The pry nciple of the self- 'tic.;alcOmmunity: internal

evalu ion eValuation consul meta-evaluation external

and inde endent evacuation
Critical debate about the
exists within and around i
task-of program evaluation to
its bearing on prografn action.
provide additional tools of. this-p

'efforts may help to improve the quality of the contribution'

of a. program evelk4ation. An external evaluation may contri-
bute to the critical debate'by increasing awareness of a.
particular set of values and interests relevant to_a program;
t should not bethought of as an alternative to the self-

critical process. _An independent evalid.Oton may help to

harness program self-criticism where the program.community
is diffuse o-n divided by controversy. Self-criticism by the
program community is th primary basis for program-evaluatidn;
other evaluation efforts &tend'it in different ways but do
not supplant it. -

(6) ate rinci.leorztreroduction
of information
Evaluation processes inevitably affeat the political econemy of

information in a program-(the production and distribution, of-
information about it). Because information and argumtntf.;

justify or legitimise -decisions, evaluation affects the
distribution of power and resources in program sitUatians.

Program participants and interested'observers live- with the

consequences of Use and abuseikr evalu&t -on information. Ari

evaluation should have explicit principles of procedure which
govern cts conduct a; its processes of inforMation production

and diatribution.
a

e and worth o ce program already

grdM commun y. It is the
ne this d bate and improve
't.luation onsultancy may

Meta-evaluation

(7) The principle of appropriateness
Evaluation design is a practical.. matter. An evaluation must be

appropriate to the program setting, responsive to program
issues, and relevant to the program coMmumfty and interested
observers.' An evaluation design must be renegotiated as the

.
study piwgresses in. the light of changing circumstances,
ilissue-a and interests; and in the light Of its Own consequences

annailan t
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This, then is the sixth and final image of program evoluation
presented here.. As distance educators, we must create the means
engage the community of participants in our programs (administrate-s,
teachers, students and others) in the critical debate about them. More
than this, we must refine the critical debate according to the principles
outlined here. In short, we must make the community of the. prop-o.la
community of inquirers: a group jointly cOMmitted to develop1n9'the

,as an expression of our common striving for mutual understanding and
consensus about social action.

Some methods for pursuing this goal are available within the evaluation
literature, -Others are being developed in wider contexts: one is the
notion of "action research" (see, for example, Corey, 1953) which I am
c)lrrently investigating in a re:earch project (funded by ERDC) with Robin
MeTaggart (Kemmis,' 1980c). We are exploring the potential of these methods -
for creating critical communities of course developers, between teachers and
student, and 'between schools and their communities, (Other collaborltive
research is being carried out in these areas at Deakin through the work of
the Deakin University Action .Research Group.).

The self-reflective approach is in some senses the most familiar notion-of
program evaluation. It is evident in a latent form whenever program
participants discuss the life' of. a program with a view to und6rStanding
ih'gene- ral, with a view to understanding it within the constraints of it
context and circumstances (perhaps attempting to change its circumstances
in Order to overcome some of its limitations), or with a-view to modifying
program practice. In such circumstances, partiCipants engage "naturally"
in critical self-reflection on the principle of "concrete negation", that
is, attempting to supersede the real constraints of present circumstances
or present practice in the light of wider:considerations.

Kemmis and Hughes (1979).prolbosed that this "naturally- occurinq" form of
self-reflection could be disciplined and extended by organisation of
meetings of program participantsbf6r the primary purpose of critical
self-reflection, as a conscious attempt to orchestrate the powers of
critique in the program and tbustb contribute to its theory, organisation
and pradtice. Such. meetings. contribute to the

improvement of:justification .of the program and program action.

Self- reflective meetings provide a focus.andtorum for-crical'debate
about the program (a basis'for program critique). They do not supplant
critical self-reflection elsewhere in the program; rather, they promote
its general`--development. Moreover, self-reflective meetings can
involve a range Of different groups releVant totheirogram: teachers, .
stUdents, adrpinistrators, sponsors, clients and interested observers
Can be- invited to_ attend. In thig way (cautiously and progressively) these
groups can make their-perspectives known and have them incorporated in (or
excluded from) program justifications and action.

The meetings may have-a slightly ritualistic quality in the sense that
they do provide this forum andfocUs. A tough of formality'may need tai
be preSent in:the proceedings (a. chairperson! 'explicit rules of order)
in order that disparate views can be expressed' andonsidersed adequately.
Nevertheless, the procedural aim must be t6,establigh symmetWt1
.-comm9Xcations as a way -of working towards-mutuhlundbrstandng'and
consensus.. TtiUs, partof the-procedure-must be to solicit - perspectives
-acfots levels of the hierarchy of program organisation and administration
(if it is hierarchically organisedi as most'programs'are), and across
degrees of participation (from"insiller".to-"outsider"). Naturally,:tee
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meeting itself must a ve powers of decision which are binding on

Participants if it is not to be abused or co-opted by adininistrutur s as

a means for pseudo-rational coercion or domination of participants (that

is, subjugating the critical process to administratiVe self-interests).

The general problem with which this paper began- was the cultural problem

of the technologisatidn of reason. This technologisation undermines our

capacity to engage in critical selfreflection. It is most evident in the

engineering and organisational models for program evaluation, but the

ecological, illuminative/responsive and democratic models are not yet

complete in overthrowing its shackles. In one way or another, they dimit

authentic'critique. At the general level, the technologisation of reason

undermines our capacity to take a critical view of our own=culture; at

the particular level,:it undermines our capacity to take a critical view

of the educational programs we develop and of which we are members`. The

method of self-reflection in a critical community is anlexplicit attempt

to create the conditions"for authentic critique.
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